ABSTRACT


The study deals with the moral values as reflected in Willem Iskander’s work Si Bulus-Bulus Si Rumbuk-Rumbuk. In this study the researcher focuses on the three types of moral values namely individual moral values, social moral values, and religious moral values and the relevant between moral values and life viewed from sociological approach. The research design used in this study is descriptive qualitative method. The sources of data are twelve poems, a short play, and seven proses in Willem Iskander’s work Si Bulus-Bulus Si Rumbuk-Rumbuk and four participants who delivered Willem Iskander’s work Si Bulus-Bulus Si Rumbuk-Rumbuk moral values impacts towards its readers. The technique of collecting data is the documentary and interview technique. The data that support this study are obtained by analyzing the poems, short play, proses in Willem Iskander’s work Si Bulus-Bulus Si Rumbuk-Rumbuk and analyzing the result of interview about the impact of Willem Iskander’s work Si Bulus-Bulus Si Rumbuk-Rumbuk towards its readers. The findings show moral values which belongs to individual moral values are brave, honest, fair and wise, honor and respect, work hard, keeping promise, humble, and carefully in the act. Then, moral values which belongs to social moral values are affection and care about the fate of others. And the last one, moral values which belongs to religious moral values are believe in the power of God and surrender to God. Related to the relevant between moral values in Willem Iskander’s work Si Bulus-Bulus Si Rumbuk-Rumbuk and life viewed from sociological approach, it’s found that Willem Iskander dedicates an invaluable moral values as advice through Si Bulus-Bulus Si Rumbuk-Rumbuk towards readers based on his journey of life in the field of education, social phenomenon of ignorance and poverty that happened at Mandailing in colonialism era, and the moral values impact of Willem Iskander’s work Si Bulus Bulus Si Rumbuk-Rumbuk as the source of inspiration for the people.
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